Understanding the Dollar Crisis

In the year that the United States government removed the last vestiges of the gold standard,
and Nixon closed the gold window forever, nonstop dollar turmoil was unleashed. In that same
year, Percy L. Greaves, a student of Ludwig von Misess, released a blockbuster of a book that
sought to explain the crisis. It was a huge seller and taught a generation to think like Austrian
economists, who, after all, were the only ones offering a coherent explanation of events.
Greavess widow Bettina Bien Greaves, gave her permission for a reprint of this book, on the
occasion of the current dollar crisis. Whats remarkable is how Percys analysis holds up in
nearly every way, after all these years. He begins by clarifying that in order to understand the
dollar crisis, one must understand much more: what is economics, what is the difference
between price and value, what is money and how did it originate, how did the gold standard
come about and what its role its, the causes of the business cycle, and much more. What he
did was produce an excellent primer on monetary economics that still retains its value. Mises
himself write the foreword to the book: These seven lectures are not merely a substitute for a
textbook on economics. They are much more. They are an attempt to analyze and to explain
the meaning and the effects of the various systems, methods, and measures of economic
policies. 334 pages, paperback, 2008
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A dollar collapse is when holders of dollar-denominated assets sell them at any price. Protect
Yourself from the Next U.S. Economic Crisis.
In this updated, second edition of the highly acclaimed international best seller, The Dollar
Crisis: Causes, Consequences, Cures, Richard Duncan describes the . Is all the buzz - from
investment newsletters, the Medley Report, and so on - about a looming dollar crisis justified?
The truth is, I don't know: while the dollar is . Introduction and summary It is now possible to
pencil in how the next credit crisis is likely to develop. At its centre is an overvalued dollar.
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